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Accuracy of the normal approximation for Speckman’s kernel smoothing
estimator of the parametric component ; in the semiparametric regression model
y=x{;+ g(t)+e is studied when the bandwidth used in the estimator is selected
by a general data-based method which includes such commonly used bandwidth
selectors as (delete-one-out) CV, GCV, and Mallows’ CL criterion. We find that,
contrary to what we might expect, this data-driven estimator cannot attain the
optimal BerryEsseen rate n&12. Consequently, the confidence region of ; based on
this normal approximation is not first-order accurate. The reason for this is that the
bias of Speckman’s estimator is still of nonparametric order at the data-driven
bandwidth choice. We then propose a resmoothing method to reduce the bias and
show that the proposed estimator can achieve the optimal BerryEsseen rate.
A simulation study shows a slightly better small-sample performance of the
proposed estimator.  2001 Elsevier Science
AMS 1991 subject classifications: 62G05; 62J99; 60F05.
Key words and phrases: bandwidth choice; BerryEsseen rate; bias reduction;
data-driven estimator; normal approximation; semiparametric regression model.
1. INTRODUCTION
The semiparametric regression model
y=x{;+ g(t)+e, (1.1)
where x and t are covariates, ; is a vector of unknown parameters, g( } ) is
an unknown smooth function, and e is the error term with mean 0 and
variance _2>0, was proposed in Wahba (1984) and Engle et al. (1986) and
has received a considerable amount of research in the past decade. There
have been two popular approaches to estimating the parameter of interest
;: one is the partial spline smoothing proposed by Wahba (1984) and
Engle et al. (1986) and the other is the kernel smoothing by Speckman
(1988) and Robinson (1988). Speckman (1988) showed that the kernel
smoothing estimator of ; can attain the usual parametric convergence rate
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n&12 without undersmoothing the nonparametric component g, an advan-
tage over the partial spline smoothing (Rice, 1986).
Suppose that [xi=(xi1 , ..., x ip)$, t i , yi] are iid observations from the
model (1.1), i.e.,
yi=x$i ;+ g(t)+ei , i=1, ..., n,
where [ei , 1in] are iid random errors with Ee1=0, Ee21=_
20, and are
assumed to be independent of [(xi , ti), 1in]. Speckman’s kernel
smoothing estimator of ; is of the form
; 2h=(X {X )&1 X {Y ,
where, denoting In as the n_n identity matrix,
X =(In&W(h)) X, X=(x1 , ..., xn){,
Y =(In&W(h)) Y, Y=( y1 , ..., yn){,
and W(h)=(Knh(ti , tj)) a n_n matrix with Knh( } , } ) associated with a
kernel function K( } ) and the bandwidth h=hn>0.
Since ; 2h depends on the bandwidth h, it is practically important to
choose the bandwidth based on some data-based methods. In this paper,
we follow the following general method of choosing a data-driven
bandwidth considered in Hong (1999) which is based on Ha rdle et al.
(1988). This method covers such commonly used bandwidth selectors as
the (delete-one-out) cross validation, the generalized cross validation, and
Mallows’ DL criterion. Denote
PX =X (X {X )&1 X {, S(h)=W(h)+PX (In&W(h)).
Then we choose the bandwidth h by minimizing the following general
bandwidth selector (GBS)
GBS(h)=n&1 &(In&S(h)) Y&2 5(h) (1.2)
over h # 4=[(n$n)&1, $n] where $n  0 can be arbitrarily slow and 5(h) is
of the form
5(h)=1+
2K(0)
nh
+an+O(r32(h)), (1.3)
uniformly over h # 4, where an=O(n&1) is independent of h and r(h) is
defined preceding Theorem 2.1. (O( } ) is replaced by Op( } ) if 5(h) is ran-
dom.) The index set 4 amounts to requiring that h  0 and nh  , which
is a basic requirement in the large sample study.
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Asymptotic optimality of h has been proved in Hong (1999). He also
showed - n-consistency of the resulting data-driven estimator ; 2h by estab-
lishing the following asymptotic normality
- N (; 2h &;) w
D N(0, _27&1), (1.4)
where 7 is the conditional covariance of x on t.
An important problem associated with asymptotic normality is accuracy
of the approximation. Besides its own interest, such knowledge is a must
for assessing the behavior of an approximate confidence intervalregion
based on the asymptotic normality in terms of coverage accuracy. For a
- n-consistent estimator of a finite dimensional parameter, the best possible
normal approximation rate we can expect is the BerryEsseen rate
n&12, and the corresponding confidence intervalregion is said to be first
order accurate (Efron and Tibshirani, 1993). There has been considerable
research on the accuracy of the normal approximation for a variety of
parametric and nonparametric estimates; see Hall (1992) and references
therein. However, this topic in the semiparametric setting has not been ade-
quently explored, largely due to technical difficulty in dealing with
algebraic complexity of semiparametric estimators. So far there have
been only a few related references. Robinson (1995) studied the normal
approximation rate for semiparametric averaged derivatives and Linton
(1995) and Hong and Cheng (1992) studied the topic for the semi-
parametric regression model (1.1). They all showed that the optimal
BerryEsseen rate n&12 can only be attained by choosing the bandwidth h
tending to zero faster than the usual ‘‘optimal’’ nonparametric choice; that
is, the involved nonparametric functions have to be undersmoothed.
However, these papers only considered the normal approximation rates
when the bandwidth h is deterministic and their results are not applicable
to the data-driven bandwidth choice. Since it is the data-driven bandwidth
that is used in practice, it is more desirable to study the accuracy of the
normal approximation for data-driven semiparametric estimators. In this
paper, such a problem for the data-driven kernel smoothing estimator ; 2h
of the parametric component ; in the semiparametric regression model
(1.1) is investigated. In Section 2, we show that the optimal BerryEsseen
rate for the normal approximation (1.4) is not attainable. More precisely,
the best possible rate is shown to be n&(2k&1)[2(2k+1)] (k is the degree of
smoothness of g). For k=2, this rate is n&310, much less than the optimal
n&12. This drawback is caused by the nonparametric nature of the bias of
the estimator ; 2h . We then propose in Section 3 a resmoothing method to
reduce the bias and show that the proposed estimator successfully attains
the optimal BerryEsseen rate n&12. A small sample size simulation is
presented in Section 4 to compare the estimator ; 2h with that of the
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proposed estimator for both deterministic and data-driven bandwidth
choices and the results are in favor of the proposed estimator. Section 5
contains the proofs.
2. NORMAL APPROXIMATION RATE OF DATA-DRIVEN
ESTIMATOR ; 2h
For simplicity, we assume here and throughout this paper that [ti] are
equally spaced design points on [0, 1] (i.e., ti=in, i=1, ..., n). (The results
of this paper can be readily extended to cover the random as well the mul-
tivariate covariate t.) For a symmetric kernel function K( } ), the weight Knh
is taken to be
Knh(t, t$)=
1
nh
K \t&t$h + , (2.1)
as proposed by Priestley and Chao (1972). Suppose, as is common in this
setting, that [xi] and [ti] are related via the regression model
xij=mj (ti)+’ ij , 1in, 1 jp,
where mj ( } )’s are smooth functions and [’i=(’i1 , ..., ’ ip){] are iid error
vectors with zero mean and positive definite covariance matrix 7. It is
assumed that [’i] and [ei] are independent. Since the weight (2.1) is
symmetric, the estimator ; 2h can be written as
; 2h=(X {(In&W(h))2 X )&1 X {(In&W(h))2 Y.
We need the following conditions
(C1) The kernel function K is symmetric with compact support and
satisfies for some integer k2
1, if r=0,
| K(t) tr dt={0, if 1r<k,ak {0, if r=k.
(C2) g(t) and m(t) are k th continuously differentiable, where m(t)=
(m1(t), ..., mp(t)){.
(C3) All moments of e1 and ’1 exist.
Remark 1. Conditions (C1) and (C2) are basic requirements in the
large sample study of the kernel method. A kernel function satisfying (C1)
is said to be of the k th order. (C3) is used to simplify the proofs and we
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believe it can be reduced to only requiring finite 4th (or even 3rd)
moments.
Denote
b=| K 2(t) dt, dk=\akk !+
2
| (g(k)(t))2 dt,
m(k)(t)=(m (k)1 (t), ..., m
(k)
p (t))
{,
r(h)=dkh2k+b_2(nh)&1, Bk=\akk !+
2
7&1 | m(k)(t) g (k)(t) dt.
Note that the unique minimizer of r(h) over h>0 is
h0*=(b_2(2kdk))1(2k+1) n&1(2k+1) ] ckn&1(2k+1). (2.2)
Accuracy of the normal approximation (1.4) is established in the
following theorem.
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that Conditions (C1)(C3) hold and that K is
three times continuously differentiable. Then for any nonzero p-dimensional
vector : we have
sup
x # Rq }P {
- n :{(; 2h &;)
- _2:{7&1:
<x=&8(x)
+
c2kk :
{Bk,(x)
- _2:{7&1:
n&(2k&1)(2(2k+1)) }
=o(n&(2k&1)(2(2k+1))), (2.3)
where 8(x) and ,(x) are the standard normal distribution and density,
respectively.
Thus, as a - n-consistent estimator of the finite dimensional parameter
;, ; 2h fails to attain the optimal BerryEsseen rate n&12. Its best possible
normal approximation rate is n&(2k&1)[2(2k+1)]. When k=2, it is n&310,
much slower than n&12. Consequently, the confidence region for ; based
on the asymptotic normality of ; 2h is not first order accurate (Efron and
Tibshirani, 1993).
This drawback is caused by the nonparametric nature of the bias
of ; 2h . In fact, the bias of ; 2h has asymptotic expansion E; 2h&;=
Bkh2k(1+o(1)). For the usual ‘‘optimal’’ choice htn&1(2k+1), this bias is
of nonparametric order n&2k(2k+1) which, multiplied by n12, is the very
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source of the n&2k[2(2k+1)] term in (2.3). In the next section, we will
propose a bias-reduced version of ; 2h so that its bias is of parametric order
n&1. The corresponding data-driven version is then shown to achieve the
optimal BerryEsseen rate.
3. BIAS REDUCTION
Denote G=(g(t1), ..., g(tn)){ and 7ns=n&1X {(In&W(h))s X for integer
s1. By taking expectation conditionally on [x i , ti], the bias of ; 2h is
B=E; 2h&;=(X {(In&W(h))2 X )&1 X {(In&W(h))2 G
=
1
n
7&1n2 (h) X
{(In&W(h))2 G,
which can be estimated by
B =
1
n
7&1n2 (h) X
{(In&W(h))2 g^2h ,
where g^2h=W(h)(Y&X; 2h). So the bias-corrected version of ; 2h is
; 2h&B =
1
n
7&1n2 (h) X
{(In&W(h))3 Y
&
1
n
7&1n2 (h) X
{(In&W(h))2 W(h) X; 2h
=
1
n
7&1n2 (h) X
{(In&W(h))3 Y&(In&7&1n2 (h) 7n3(h)) ; 2h .
The second term is negligible compared to the first term for large sample
size n. Thus we propose the following estimator of ;.
; 3h =(X {(In&W(h))3 X )&1 X {(In&W(h))3 Y
=(X {(In&W(h))3 X )&1 X {(In&W(h)) Y . (3.1)
; 3h can be viewed as the weighted least square estimator based on the
residual data (X , Y ) with the weight In&W(h). Hence, bias reduction is
achieved by resmoothing the residuals.
The following theorem gives the asymptotic bias and variance of ; 3h .
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Theorem 3.1. Suppose that Conditions (C1)(C3) hold and that either
g(t) or m(t) is l th continuously differentiable for some lk. Also, h satisfies
h  0 and nhmin(l, 2k)  . Then we have
E; 3h&;={op(h
k+l),
(&1)k+1 (ak k !)3 7&1b3k h3k+op(h3k),
if kl<2k,
if l2k,
(3.2)
VAR(; 3h)=n&1_27&1+op(n&1), (3.3)
where E an VAR are taken conditionally on [xi , t i], and
b3k=|
1
0
m(2k)(t) g(k)(t) dt or |
1
0
m (k)(t) g(2k)(t) dt
depending on whichever of m and g is l th continuously differentiable.
Remark 3.1. The result indicates that while the variance remains the
same order, ; 3h indeed has asymptotically smaller bias than ; 2h . Even
when both m and g are exact kth continuously differentiable, ; 3h still
provides better control of the bias (bias(; 3h)=o(h2k) while bias(; 2h)=
O(h2k)).
Now we consider the asymptotic behavior of ; 3h when h is selected by
an analog of (1.2). Based on ; 3h , the estimator of the mean vector of Y can
be written as S*(h) Y with the ‘‘hat’’ matrix
S*(h)=W(h)+(In&W(h)) X(X {(In&W(h))3 X )&1 X {(In&W(h))3. (3.4)
An analog of (1.2) is
GBS*(h)=n&1 &(In&S*(h)) Y&2 5(h),
where 5(h) is as in (1.3).
Let h* be the minimizer of GBS*(h) over h # 4. Then it can be shown
with the same method as in Hong (1999) that h* is asymptotically optimal,
asymptotically equivalent to h0* defined in (2.2), and
- n(; 3h*&;) w
D N(0, _27&1). (3.5)
Also, Theorem 3.1 holds for ; 3h* with h in (3.2) replaced by h0*. In par-
ticular, the bias of ; 3h* will be o(n&2k(2k+1)) if g and m are both exactly
kth continuously differentiable and O(n&3k(2k+1)) if one of g and m is
also (k+1)th continuously differentiable. This implies that the normal
approximation (3.5) can achieve the optimal BerryEsseen rate O(n&12) if
one of g(t) and m(t) is at least one order smoother than the other.
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Theorem 3.2. Suppose that Conditions (C1)(C3) hold and that K is
three times continuously differentiable. Then we have
sup
x }P {
- n :{(; 3h*&;)
- _2:{7&1:
<x=&8(x)}=o(n&(2k&1)[2(2k+1)]). (3.6)
If, in addition, either g or m is also (k+1) th continuously differentiable,
then the right hand side of (3.6) can be replaced by O(n&12).
4. A SIMULATION
The data are generated according to the model
yi=xi+m2(t i)+e i , 1in,
where xi=m1(ti)+’ i , with t i ’s equispaced on [0.1, 0.9], ei tN(0, 0.25),
’i tN(0, 0.01), and
m1(x)=x3(1&x)3 and m2(x)=x(x2+1).
TABLE I
Biases and Standard Deviations: 100 Data Sets of Size 50
h bias(; 2h) bias(; 3h) sd(; 2h) sd(; 3h)
0.70 0.00626 0.00215 0.01661 0.01645
0.75 0.00593 0.00242 0.01656 0.01640
0.80 0.00561 0.00270 0.01652 0.01636
0.85 0.00531 0.00295 0.01648 0.01634
0.90 0.00501 0.00316 0.01645 0.01632
0.95 0.00473 0.00331 0.01641 0.01630
1.00 0.00446 0.00341 0.01636 0.01627
1.05 0.00422 0.00346 0.01632 0.01623
1.10 0.00400 0.00344 0.01627 0.01619
1.15 0.00382 0.00337 0.01623 0.01613
1.20 0.00369 0.00325 0.01619 0.01607
1.25 0.00360 0.00309 0.01616 0.01600
1.30 0.00360 0.00292 0.01614 0.01594
h =0.9304 0.00457 0.01658
h*=0.9354 0.00283 0.01646
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TABLE II
Confidence Intervals: 100 Data Sets of Size 50
; Left point Right point Length Coverage
; 2h 1.0042 0.9705 1.0379 0.0674 0.93
; 3h* 1.0027 0.9688 1.0365 0.0677 0.96
The bandwidth will be selected by the generalized cross-validation (GCV)
function GCV(h) which is of the form (1.2) with 5(h)=(1&n&1trS(h))&2.
It is denoted as GCV*(h) when S(h) is replaced by S*(h) in (3.4).
Table I is based on 100 data sets of sample size 50. The last two rows are
calculated as follows: For each sample, we minimize GCV(h) and GCV*(h)
to get the minimums h and h*, respectively, and calculate bias(; 2h ) and
bias(; 3h*). Then the sample means and the standard deviations are
calculated to get the last two rows. The values of h and h* appearing in the
last two cells of the first column are averages over 100 data sets. We see
that both biases are negligible but the bias of ; 3h is universally smaller than
that of ; 2h for both deterministic and data-driven bandwidths, especially
when h is small. Also notable is that ; 3h also has smaller standard devia-
tion than ; 2h , implying that ; 3h has better control of variation for small
sample size, although it has the same variance order as ; 2h .
We rerun the simulation used in Table I but this time calculate 950
confidence intervals based on ; 2h and ; 3h with the bandwidth h chosen by
GCV(h) and GCV*(h), respectively. The results are in Table II, which
shows a slightly better confidence interval based on ; 3h* than based on ; 2h .
5. PROOFS
Proof of Theorem 2.1. The complete proof is very lengthy. To save
space, some technical details will be omitted here. See Hong (1998) if inter-
ested. Let C denote a generic constant which may differ at each
appearance. =>0 can be arbitrarily small. For a p-dimensional vector :, let
|:| denote its maximum norm. For a sequence of q-dimensional vectors :n
and a sequence of positive numbers an , the notation :n=o~ p(an) means that
for any =>0 and all large n
P[ |:n |=an]Cn&12.
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The symbol O p( } ) has similar meaning. Denote
e=(e1 , ..., en){, ’=(’1 , ..., ’n){,
M=(m(t1), ..., m(tn)){, G=(g(t1), ..., g(tn)){,
B(h)=n&17&1M {(In&W(h))2 G,
rn(h)=n&1G{(In&W(h))2 G+n&1_2tr(W2(h)).
Let h0 be the minimizer of rn(h) over h # 4. Then we have that (Ha rdle
et al., 1988) h0 h0*  1, i.e., h0 tck n&1(2k+1), that (Speckman, 1988)
B(h)=Bk h2k(1+o(1)), and that (Hong, 1998)
P[ |h h0*&1|=]Cn&12. (5.1)
These imply that
P[ |n2k(2k+1)B(h )&c2kk Bk |=]Cn
&12. (5.2)
Without loss of generality, we assume _2=1 and :{7&1:=Iq . Then (2.3)
follows if we can prove
sup
x # Rq
|P[- n :{(; 2h &;&B(h ))<x]&8(x)|Cn&12. (5.3)
In fact, denoting R(n)=c2kk n
&(2k&1)[2(2k+1)]:{Bk , we have by (5.2), (5.3),
and Taylor expanding 8 that
P[- n :{(; 2h &;)<x]
P[- n :{(; 2h &;&B(h ))<x&R(n)(1&=)]
+P[n2k(2k+1):{B(h )<c2kk :
{Bk(1&=)]
8(x&R(n)(1&=))+Cn&12
8(x)&,{(x) R(n)+C=n&(2k&1)[2(2k+1)]
for any x # Rq and =>0. Similarly,
P[- n :{(; 2h &;)<x]
P[- n :{(; 2h &;&B(h ))<x&R(n)(1+=)]
&P[n2k(2k+1):{B(h )>c2kk :
{Bk(1+=)]
8(x)&,{(x) R(n)&C=n&(2k&1)[2(2k+1)].
Letting =  0 leads to (2.3).
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The rest of the proof is to establish (5.3). First we have decomposition
- n :{(; 2h &;&B(h ))
=
1
- n
:{7&1n2 (h ) X
{(In&W(h ))2 (G+e)
=
1
- n
:{(7&1n2 (h )&7
&1
n2 (h0)) X
{(In&W(h ))2 e
+
1
- n
:{(7&1n2 (h0)&7
&1) X {((In&W(h ))2&(In&W(h0))2) e
+
1
- n
:{7&1X {((In&W(h ))2&(In&W(h0))2) e
+
1
- n
:{7&1n2 (h0) X
{(In&W(h0))2 e
+
1
- n
:{(7&1n2 (h )&7
&1) X {(In&W(h ))2 G
+
1
- n
:{7&1’{((In&W(h ))2&(In&W(h0))2) G
+
1
- n
:{7&1’{(In&W(h0))2 G ] :
7
j=1
Dnj . (5.4)
Denote
L1(u)=&uK$(u), Ln1(t, t$)=
1
nh
L1 \t&t$h + , W1(h)=(Ln1(t i , tj)),
U(h)=(In&W(h)) (W(h)&W1(h))+(W(h)&W1(h))(In&W(h)),
Dn4=n&12 :
n
j=1
?nje j , Dn7=n&12 :
n
j=1
G ni:{7&1’ j ,
*n=:{7&1’{U(h0) G, ‘n=n&1 :
1i{ jn
U ij (h0) eiej ,
#n=2n&12G{U(h0) e ] 2n&12 :
n
j=1
#njej ,
%n = :{7&1X {U(h0) e=:{7&1M {U(h0) e+:{7&1’{U(h0) e
] :
n
j=1
M njej+ :
n
j=1
’ nj ej ] :
n
j=1
%nj ej .
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Note that the (i, j ) th entry Uij (h) of U(h) satisfies
|Uij (h)| {C(nh)
&1
=0
if |i& j |Cnh,
otherwise.
(5.5)
Also we have
|G nj |Chk0 , |M nj |Ch
k
0 , |#nj |Ch
k
0 , 1 jn. (5.6)
These and Whittle’s inequality imply that
E*4nC(nh
2k
0 )
2, E’ 4njc(nh0)
&2, 1 jn. (5.7)
Now we claim (Hong, 1998)
Dnj =o~ p(n&12), j=1, 2, 5,
Dn3=n&12sn(‘n+#n) %n+o~ p(n&12),
Dn6=n&12sn(‘n+#n) *n+o~ p(n&12).
Write
(‘n+#n) %n
=n&1 :
1i{ jn
Uij (h0) %nie2i ej+n
&1 :
1i{ jn
Uij (h0) %njeie2j
+n&1 :
1i{ j{sn
Uij (h0) %ns eiejes+2n&1 :
n
i=1
#ni%ni (e2i &1)
+2n&1 :
n
i=1
#ni %ni+n&1 :
1i{ jn
#ni%nje iej= :
6
l=1
Unl .
It follows from Cauchy’s inequality and (5.5)(5.7) that
P[ |Unj |=s&1n ]Cn
&1, j=1, 2, 4.
Thus we obtain
:
7
j=1
Dnj= :
4
j=1
Snj+o~ p(n&12), (5.8)
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where
Sn1 =n&12 :
n
j=1
(?nj+2n&12sn*n#nj) ej ] n&12 :
n
j=1
{njej ,
Sn2=n&32sn :
1i{ jn
(Uij (h0) *n+#nj%nj) e iej ] n&32sn :
1i{ jn
.ij ,
Sn3=n&32sn :
1i{ j{sn
Uij (h0) %nse i ej es ] n&32sn :
1i{ j{sn
.ijs ,
Sn4=2n&32sn :
n
i=1
#ni%ni+n&12 :
n
i=1
G ni’i .
Denote Hn=[1 jn : 12|{nj | 243]. Choose [- }n ] elements
from Hn to form the set H"n , where }n=*Hn . Let H$n=[1, ..., n]"H"n .
Denote by $ and " the summations over H$n and H"n , respectively. Then
we have
Sn2 = snn&32 :
i
$ :$
j : j{i
.ij+sn n&32 :
i
$ :
j
" .ij
+snn&32 :
i
" :
j : j{i
.ij
] :
3
j=1
S ( j)n2 ,
Sn3 = snn&32 :
i
$ :$
j : j{i
:$
s : s{i, j
.ijs+sn n&32 :
i
" :
j
$ :$
s : s{ j
.ijs
+snn&32 :
i
:"
j : j{i
:$
s : s{i
. ijs+snn&32 :
i
:
j : j{i
:"
s : s{i, j
.ijs
] :
4
j=1
S ( j)n3 .
Let P* and E* denote the conditional probability and expectation for
given [’j , 1 jn], respectively. Since H$n and H"n depend only on [’j ,
1 jn], we have by (5.5) and (5.6) that
E* |S (3)n2 |
2s2nn
&3 :
i
" :
j : j{i
E* |.ij |2
Cn&((2k&2)(2k+1))&12 \*2n+:j ’
2
nj ++Cn&32, (5.9)
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which, together with (5.7), yields
P[ |S (3)n2 |=n
&12]=E(P*[ |S (3)n2 |=n
&12])Cn&12. (5.10)
Similarly, (5.10) holds for S (2)n2 and S
( j)
n3 , j=2, 3, 4. These and (5.8) show
that (5.3) will follow from the following:
sup
x
|P[Sn1+S (1)n2 +S
(1)
n3 +Sn4<x]&8(x)|Cn
&12. (5.11)
Note that Sn4 depends only on [’j , 1 jn]; the left hand side of (5.11)
is
sup
x
|E(P*[Sn1+S (1)n2 +S
(1)
n3 <x&Sn4]&8(x&Sn4))
+E(8(x&Sn4)&8(x))|
E(sup
x
|P*[Sn1+S (1)n2 +S
(1)
n3 <x]&8(x)| )+C |ESn4 |+CE |Sn4 |
2.
By (5.6) and (5.7)
|ESn4 |=2n&32sn } :
n
i=1
#niM ni }Cn&12sn h2k0 Cn&12,
E |Sn4 |2Cn&3s2n \ :
n
i=1
#2ni+\ :
n
i=1
(M 2ni+E’
2
ni)++Cn&1 :
n
i=1
G 2ni
Cn&1+Cn&2k(2k+1)Cn&2k(2k+1).
Thus it remains to prove
E(sup
x
|P*[Sn1+S (1)n2 +S
(1)
n3 <x]&8(x)| )Cn
&12. (5.12)
Let _ ijn and _
ij be the (i, j) th entries of 7&1n2 (h0) and 7
&1, respectively.
Denote
{n=n&1 :
n
j=1
{2nj , l3, n=
E |e1|3
(n{n)32
:
n
j=1
|{nj |3,
01=[| : max
1i, jp
|_ ijn&_
ij|=], 02=[| : |{n&1|=],
03={| : } n&1 :
n
j=1
|{nj | 3&E |:{7&1’1|3 }== .
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It is similar to (3.23) of Hong (1999) that
E( |{n&1| I(01))Cn&12.
Moreover, we have (Hong, 1998) that
P[0cj ]Cn
&12, j=1, 2, 3. (5.13)
Let 0=3j=1 0 j . Since [{njej , 1 jn] are conditionally independent
given [’j , 1 jn], we have by the well-known BerryEsseen inequality
that
|P*[Sn1+S (1)n2 +S
(1)
n3 <x]&8(x)| I(0)
\||t| <l&1
3, n
|t| &1 |E* exp[it(Sn1+S (1)n2 +S
(1)
n3 )]
&exp[&t22]| dt+Cl3, n+ I(0)
\||t| l &1
3, n
|t|&1 |E* exp[itSn1]&exp[&t22]| dt+Cl3, n+ I(0)
+|
|t| <l&1
3, n
|t|&1 |E* exp[it(Sn1+S (1)n2 +S
(1)
n3 )]
&E* exp[itSn1]| I(0) dt
] Pn1+Pn2 . (5.14)
The argument used in proving (3.20) in Hong (1999) can be applied to
show that
EPn1Cn&12. (5.15)
Write
Sn1=n&12 :
j
$ {nje j+n&12 :
j
" {njej ] S (1)n1 +S
(2)
n1 .
Note that S (2)n1 and (S
(1)
n2 , S
(1)
n3 ) are conditionally independent given [’j ,
1 jn], we have
|E* exp[it(Sn1+S (1)n2 +S
(1)
n3 )]&E* exp[itSn2]|
 |t| |E*((S (1)n2 +S
(1)
n3 ) exp[itSn2])|
+C |t|2 E*(S (1)n2 +S
(1)
n3 )
2 |E* exp[itS (2)n1 ]|
] J1(t)+J2(t). (5.16)
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Hence it follows from (5.13)(5.16) that (5.12) follows if we can prove that
E \||t|l &1
3, n
|t| &1 Js(t) I(0) dt+Cn&12, s=1, 2. (5.17)
Denote enj=n&12{njej . Then we have (Hong, 1998) that for j # Hn and
|t|l &13, n
|E* exp[itenj]| I(0)exp[&Ct2n]
and that }nCn on the set 0. Thus for |t|l &13, n
|E* exp[itS (2)n1 ]| I(0)= ‘
j # H"n
|E* exp[itenj]| I(0)
exp[&Ct2- n], (5.18)
and, for 1 j1 { j2 { j3n,
|E* exp[it(Sn1&enj1&enj2)] | I(0)
 ‘
j # Hn , j{ j1, j2
|E* exp[itenj]| I(0)exp[&Ct2], (5.19)
|E* exp[it(Sn1&enj1&enj2&enj3)]| I(0)
exp[&Ct2] (5.20)
It is similar to (5.9) that
E*(S (1)n2 )
2n&(2k+2)(2k+1) \*2n+:j ’
2
nj++Cn&1,
E*(S (1)n3 )
2n&(2k+2)(2k+1) :
j
’ 2nj+Cn
&1.
These and (5.7) and (5.18) then yield
E \||t| l&1
3, n
|t| &1 J2(t) I(0) dt+
C \n&(2k+2)(2k+1) \E*2n+:j E’
2
nj ++n&1+
_|

0
|t| exp[&Ct2- n] dt
C(n&(2k+2)(2k+1)(nh2k0 +h
&1
0 )+n
&1) n12Cn&12.
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On the other hand, for j1 { j2 and |t|l &13, n , we get by (5.19) and the
inequality |eix&1||x| that
|E*(.j1 j2 exp[itSn1])| I(0)
=|E*(.j1 j2 exp[it(enj1+ej2)])|
_|E* exp[it(Sn1&enj1&enj2)] | I(0)
Ce&Ct2 |E*(.j1 j2(exp[itenj1]&1)(exp[itenj2]&1))|
Ct2e&Ct2E* |.j1 j2 enj1enj2 |
Cn&1t2e&Ct2 |{nj1 {nj2 | ( |Mj1 j2(h0) *n |+| g nj1 ’ nj2 |+h
2k
0 ).
Similarly, for j1 { j2 { j3 and |t|l &13, n we have by (5.20)
|E*(.j1 j2 j3 exp[itSn1])| I(0)
Cn&32 |t| 3 e&Ct2 |{nj1 {nj2 {nj3M j1 j2(h0)| ( |G nj3 |+|’ nj3 | ).
These and moment inequalities on {nj and ’ nj then give
E \||t| l&1
3, n
|t|&1 J1(t) I(0) dt+Cn&12.
Equation (5.17) is then proved. The proof of Theorem 2.1 is now
completed.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Suppose that m( } ) is l th continuously differen-
tiable. We have
E; 3h&;=
1
n
(7&1n3 (h)&7
&1) X {(In&W(h))3 G
+
1
n
7&1M {(In&W(h))3 G
=Bn1+Bn2 .
Let
g~ (t)= g(t)& :
n
i=1
wnh(t, ti) g(t i).
Then it is well known that
g~ (t)=(&1)k+1
ak
k !
hkg(k)(t)+o(hk)
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uniformly over t # (0, 1) and h # 4n . In fact we have
g~ (t)={
o(1), if r=0,
(&1)r+1
ar
r !
hrg(r)(t)+o(hr)=o(hr), if 1r<k, (5.21)
:
r
s=k
(&1)s+1
as
s !
hsg(s)(t)+o(hr), if rk.
Consider m=2k. By (5.21) we have
m~ j (t)= :
2k
s=k
(&1)s+1
as
s !
hsg (s)(t)+o(h2k).
Hence
g~~ j (t)=m~ j (t)& :
n
i=1
wnh(t, t i) m~ j (t i)
= :
2k
s=1
(&1)s+1
as
s !
hsm~ (s)j (t)+o(h
2k),
where, by (5.21),
m~ (s)j (t)=m
(s)
j (t)& :
n
i=1
wnh(t, ti) g (s)j (t i)
={
(&1)k+1
ak
k !
hkm (2k)j (t)+o(h
k), if s=k,
o(h2k&s), if k<s<2k,
o(1), if s=2k.
Thus we get
g~~ j (t)=\akk !+
2
h2km (2k)j (t)+o(h
2k).
Hence the jth coordinator of n&1M {(In&W(h))3 G is
1
n
:
n
i=1
g~ (ti) m~~ j (ti)
=(&1)k+1 \akk !+
3
h2k :
k
i=1
g(k)(ti) m (2k)j (t i)+o(h
2k) (5.22)
=(&1)k+1 \akk !+
3
h2k |
1
0
g(k)(t) m (2k)j (t) dt+o(h
2k). (5.23)
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Similarly we have
m~~ j (t)=o(hm) for km<2k,
and hence
1
n
:
n
i=1
g~ (t i) m~~ j (ti)=o(hk+m), km<2k.
Therefore, uniformly over h # 4n ,
Bn2={o(h
k+m),
b3kh3k+o(h3k),
if km<2k,
if m=2k.
(5.24)
On the other hand, it is easily seen by Whittle’s inequality that for h # 4n
’(In&W(h))3 G=Op((nh2k)12), (5.25)
and, with the decomposition used in the proof of Lemma 4.4 of Hong
(1998),
7ns(h)&7=Op(n&12+h2k), s1, (5.26)
7&1ns (h)&7
&1=Op(n&12+h2k), s1. (5.27)
Thus by (5.23), (5.25), and (5.27),
Bn1 =
1
n
(7&1n3 (h)&7
&1) M {(In&W(h))3 G
+
1
n
(7&1n3 (h)&7
&1) ’(In&W(h))3 G=op(h3k),
which, together with (5.24), then gives (3.2). Equation (3.3) follows
immediately from (5.26), (5.27), and the following:
VAR(; 3h)=
_2
n
7&1n3 7n67
&1
n3 .
Finally, the proof of Theorem 3.2 is virtually the same as that of
Theorem 2.1 and hence is omitted.
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